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FIBER REINFORCED CONCRETE RESURFACER
Product Description:
ARMORFLO 100 is a fiber reinforced polymer modified concrete resurfacer, which is trowellable and
sprayable. ARMORFLO 100 is prepared by adding water and provides an aesthetically fresh appearance
to old concrete surface, spalled concrete, salt damaged concrete and new concrete marred by rains

Typical Applications:



ARMORFLO 100 can be used for restoration of the following areas:
Industrial floor resurfacing



Car parks resurfacing



Petroleum and Gas Station resurfacing



Elevated slabs and every other concrete requiring resurfacing

High Perorming Heavy Duty Tile Adhesive

ARMORFLO 100

Advantages/Benefits:
Polymer modified and Enhanced Bond



Micro Silica Enhanced/ Low permeability/



Shrinkage Compensated/Low Rebound



Highly Engineered/ Protect Embedded reinforcing Steel

Surface Preparation:
Prepare concrete substrate in accordance with International Concrete Repair Institute (ICRI) Technical
Guideline. Remove all unsound concrete and provide a profiled, porous surface. Substrate must be
structurally sound, dust-free, and free of grease, oil, dirt, curing compounds, release agents, or any other
surface or penetrated contaminants that will adversely affect bond. Pressure wash the surface with a
commercial pressure washer (3000 psi, 4 GPM) (21MPa, 0.25 L/s) and allow to fully dry before
application.
PRIMING: Apply one coat of ARMORPRIME 400 acrylic primer to allow for good bonding and adhesive
purpose, for a very porous concrete surface ensure that two coat of primer is applied to ensure surface is
well saturated with the primer before application.

Application Instruction:
MIXING : Pour 3.3 to 3.8 litres of water into a clean plastic or metal bucket , pour 70% of ARMORFLO 100
into the clean bucket of water, then mix with a power mixer at 400 RPM, after two minutes of mixing
pour the rest of the material and mix until full homogeneity is achieved

Application and Installation:
Pour the material on the area to be resurfaced using a hand trowel or spray gun ,because of the self leveling
property of ARMORFLO 100 the material can easily be finished as desired, using either a trowel
or a broom. The level of thickness will also be determined by the application need, but should
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be achieved in one application; the mixed material can be applied at a thickness between 3mm
and 20 mm. If the mix hardens, it should be disposed, please do not attempt to remix or add
water to hardened mix.

Coverage:
The coverage will depend on the level of thickness so desired, However for a 3mm thickness coverage
can be between 4 to 5 square Metre.

Technical Data:

Compressive Strength ASTM C109
1 day

13.8Mpa

7 days

20.7Mpa

28 days

34.5Mpa

Cleaning and Health:
Remove the excess mortar on tools with copious amount of water; if already dry you can remove through
mechanical means. Also prolonged contact with skin may occur as it is the case with all cementitious based
material, therefore safety gloves and glasses should be used when working.

Packaging and Shelf Life:
ARMORFLO are packed in 20 kg and 25kg bags .Store in a cold dry place. With proper storage material can be
stored and used within 12 months.
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Limited Warranty
All recommendations, statements and technical data herein are based on tests we believe to be reliable and correct, but accuracy and completeness of said tests are
not guaranteed and are not to be construed as a warranty either e x p r e s s e d or implied. User shall rely on his or her own information and tests to determine
suitability of the product for the intended use and user assumes all risk and liability resulting from his or her use of the product. Nothing contained in any supplied
materials relieves the user of the obligation to read and follow the warnings and instruction for each product as set forth in the current Technical Data Sheet,
product label and Safety Data Sheet prior to product use away.
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Armorsil Manufacturing supplies products that comply with the properties shown on the current datasheets. In the unlikely event that products supplied are
proved not to comply with these properties, then we will replace the non-compliant product or refund the purchase price. Armorsil Manufacturing does not
warrant or guarantee the installation of the products as it does not have control over the installation or end use of the products. Any suspected defects must be
reported to Armorsil Manufacturing in writing within seven working days of being detected.
Armorsil Manufacturing. Makes no warranty as to merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose and this warranty is in lieu of all other warranties express or
implied. Neither seller nor Armorsil Manufacturing shall be liable to the buyer or any third person for any injury, loss or damages of any sort including remote or
consequential damages, down time, or delay directly or indirectly resulting from use of or inability to use the product. . The information contained in the latest data
sheet supersedes all previously published editions. Visits to site by Armorsil personnel do not constitute supervisory responsibility. Armorsi l reserves the right to alter
the information contained in this datasheet without prior notice
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